Practical training and tools to help organizations improve their hiring processes.

- JAMI FARKAS, Director of Human Resource
Operations, Cascade Engineering

“

“

“Participating in HireReach has been invaluable in
transforming our recruiting process. We have been able
to centralize our recruiting process and tackle hiring
problems with data instead of feelings. Our organization
has a better understanding of what makes a hire a good
hire and how to back that up with data.”

Selecting the right candidate for a job is one of the
most important decisions an organization makes.

Unfortunately, that decision is often influenced by bias and other variables unrelated to
job skills and performance.
Decision-making can be improved with a disciplined process, accurate tools, and
relevant data. This is what the HireReach Academy delivers: the knowledge, tools and
support to create a fair, objective, data-driven strategy to help organizations make
better hiring and promotion decisions.
The HireReach Academy provides:
•

Learning and hands-on activities to understand the essential elements of
evidence-based selection.

•

Facilitated peer learning to expand perspectives and make connections.

•

Access to selection tools to help talent acquisition teams make informed decisions
about predicted job performance.

•

Customized consulting support to help participating organizations design and
implement a custom selection process.
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Evidence-based selection enables better
decision-making.

The HireReach Academy uses evidence-based selection (EBS) to provide a fair,
objective, data-driven strategy to help organizations make better hiring decisions.
EBS incorporates the principles of industrial and organizational psychology — the
study of human behavior in organizations and the workplace — to create a consistent,
structured, and standard process:

JOBS
Jobs are evaluated to
identify competencies
related to performance.

OUTCOMES
Turnover, diversity, and job
performance are continuously
evaluated.
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TOOLS
Compentencies are measured
using valid, reliable, and highly
predictive selection tools.

DATA
Data from multiple sources
are measured using a
compensatory scoring system
to evaluate “the whole
person.”

Evidence-based selection helps organizations:
MAKE ACCURATE, FAIR, AND OBJECTIVE DECISIONS






Incorporate predictive evidence.
Provide better data to recruiters and hiring managers.
Assess competencies using consistent, reliable, and valid measures to predict job performance.
Mitigate irrelevant factors that often skew human judgment.
Promote hires based on candidate’s foundational and occupational competencies.

ESTABLISH HIRING CRITERIA




Assess and understand jobs.
Identify competencies for candidate selection.
Use competencies and characteristics to place jobs into job families.

MEASURE COMPETENCIES




Use highly predictive selection tools.
Leverage the science of Industrial and Organizational Psychology.
Measure candidates holistically through compensatory scoring.

IMPLEMENT A PROVEN MODEL AND FRAMEWORK




Use a consistent, structured, and standard process.
Continuously assess the process for efficiency and accuracy using metrics and problem solving.
Utilizes metric and problem solving for continuous improvement.

9 REDUCED TIME-TO-FILL
EVIDENCE-BASED
SELECTION

9 BETTER HIRES

BETTER
DECISIONS

9 MORE DIVERSITY
9 LESS TURNOVER

Understanding and implementation of evidence-based selection concepts
is supported by:
CONSULTATION AND
COACHING




Consulting sessions
to support custom
implementation of an EBS
process.
Training and coaching with
the HireReach team and
supporting subject-matter
experts.
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RESOURCES


User tools to support
implementing an EBS
process.



Guidebooks



Access to subject
matter experts in talent
acquisition and Industrial
and Organizational
Psychology.

SELECTION TOOLS


12-month access to highly valid,
reliable and predictive selection tools
through HireReach’s technology
partner, JOFI Assessments.



JOFI includes cognitive, personality,
and career interest assessments,
as well as supporting tools, such
as a structured interview guide and
compensatory scoring.

The HireReach Academy
Proven, practical, science-driven program for organizations
implementing an evidence-based selection process.

The HireReach Academy is a five-month virtual academy designed to help
organizations immediately begin to implement the principles of evidence-based
selection into their talent acquisition process. Most organizations are able to design
and implement an evidence-based selection process by the end of the academy.
The Academy incorporates the following components:

Individual Learning and Preparation
Participants learn the essential elements of EBS through a learning management
system. The Academy guides employers through a logical sequence of training
followed by interactive content and activities within a recommended time frame.

Project Team Learning and Collaboration
After completing the individual learning, employer project teams meet to discuss
how to apply the learning to their organization and begin to adopt an EBS process.

HireReach Consultation
One-on-one, virtual meetings with HireReach consultants support employers as
they begin to design and implement a custom EBS process for their organization.

Academy Peer Meetings
Monthly virtual meetings with the HireReach team and peers provide opportunities
to share and learn, ask questions, and receive additional instruction on next steps in
the program.
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Academy Timeline
The HireReach Academy is designed to accommodate busy organizations. Participants
work through course content and, together with their team, immediately begin to apply
concepts into their organization’s selection process. Most organizations are able to
design and implement an evidence-based selection process by the end of the academy.

COURSE 2
Job Grouping
and O*NET

ORIENTATION

MONTH 1

MONTH 2

COURSE 1
Evidence-Based
Selection Essentials

MONTH 3

COURSE 4
Operationalizing
Your EBS Process

MONTH 4

MONTH 5

COURSE 3
Build Your EBS
Process

Orientation
The HireReach Academy officially begins with the virtual orientation session.*
During the orientation, the HireReach team and participants are introduced. The
HireReach team provides an overview of the Academy and a demonstration of the
learning management system.
* Prior to the orientation, participants will receive program materials and access to the learning
management system. Organizations will also select their project team members.
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Course Objectives
COURSE 1: Evidence-based Selection Essentials


Understand evidence-based selection
(EBS).



Begin to draft a basic change
management/communications plan.



Know what it means to implement an
EBS process.





Understand the six core concepts that
drive an EBS process.

Determine which selection measures
(tools) are best predictors of job
performance.



Understand predictive validity as it
relates to selection.

Learn about the various tools that are
used in an EBS process.



Understand compensatory scoring.



Learn the steps of a typical EBS
process and common variations.




Understand the importance of a
change management process.



Understand the change(s) required to
implement an EBS process.

COURSE 2: Job Grouping and O*NET
 Understand O*NET.
 Learn the O*NET competency model (occupational vs foundational competencies).
 Understand Job Grouping and begin to group organization’s job codes.
 Finalize jobs for EBS pilot.

COURSE 3: Build Your EBS Selection Process


Set up your JOFI Assessment
Management System account.



Understand the final steps leading up to
implementing your EBS pilot.



Understand how to navigate the JOFI
Assessment Management System.



Finalize your EBS process.

Understand compensatory scoring in
JOFI and the JOFI Scorecard.





Build and launch your EBS
communications toolkit.



Understand how to read candidate
results on selection tools in the JOFI
Scorecard.

COURSE 4: Operationalize Your EBS Process
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Learn about legal defensibility.



Understand fair and consistent decision making in talent acquisition.



Understand talent acquisition essentials to support your EBS process.

Why organizations are choosing HireReach to improve
their talent acquisition processes:


Deep experience and expertise with competency-based selection.



Practical and effective methods, tools and technology to help organizations
assess, measure and select candidates.



Demonstrated method for building and implementing evidence-based
selection processes for a variety of organizations.

Proven Practice



Over 30 organizations have participated in the HireReach Academy.

Through the academy, organizations have implemented an EBS process
proven to:

Reduce firstyear turnover



Reduce
time-to-fill



Increase
diversity

“It’s a 21st century approach to hiring because you get a more well-rounded,
complete picture of a [candidate].”
- ALEXANDRIA POLK, Senior HR Analyst, City of Grand Rapids

“Hiring quality is better than ever with multiple efficiencies for both recruiters and
for hiring managers in place. And we’re far more intentional about our methods to
attract and retain a diverse workforce.”
KATHY NATELBORG, Executive Director Human Resources, Davenport Univeristy
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HireReach has worked with employers of all sizes and with employers
in the following industry sectors:









Health Care
Manufacturing
Hospitality
Wholesale / Retail Trade
Finance
Professional Services
Government
Education (primary and post-secondary)

“The HireReach team was incredibly helpful bringing
their subject matter expertise into the fold and really
helped us evaluate our selection process as a whole,
from beginning to end. We took a deep dive into
some of the selection measures that we use and how
we utilize them. That was very eye opening and it
really helped us put together a process that puts more
information into the hiring manager’s hands and helps
them with their decision-making.”
- WILL MAUER, Head of Talent Acquisition/Talent
Branding, Steelcase
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Find, hire & promote
the best candidates.
Contact us to learn more:
www.hirereach.org • info@hirereach.org

Better fit. Less turnover. More diversity.
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